Name:
Libr 100 - Velarde - Quiz #2 Reference Works and Periodicals

1. The research process is a one-way, linear process that involves picking your topic, then
finding and reading sources, then writing your paper, in a strict order. (½ point)
True or False? Circle one.

2. Which of these is a subject-specific reference source, and not a general reference source?
Circle the letters of those that are specific to a certain subject. (½ point)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Companion Encyclopedia of Anthropology
Britannica Online Academic Edition
Encyclopedia of North American Indians
The World Encyclopedia
Illustrated Encyclopedia of World Costume

3. Match the topic with the reference source that would be best to answer it. Put the correct
number for the reference source on the line next to the letter for the topic below. Read the topics
and the reference sources carefully before answering. (1 ½ points)
Topic
a.
b.
c.
d.

Reference Source

the abortion debate in the U.S.
celiac disease
the rise of apartheid in South Africa in the 1950s
the most recent statistics on U.S. unemployment

a.______

b.______

c. _______

1. USA.gov
2. World History in
Context
3. CQ Researcher
4. Medline Plus

d. _______

4. Reference works at CSM Library can only be accessed via the library catalog.
True or False? Circle one. (½ point)

5. Thinking back to the lecture on reference works, we talked about the several specific ways
that reference works such as encyclopedias can help you. The picture below is an example of
at least one of these ways. What way is this an example of? Write your answer here. (1 point)
__________________________________________________________________________

6. Indicate the citation element that each letter refers to in this reference source: (2 points)
a.

b.

d.

c.

a. _____________________________________________
b. ______________________________________________
c. ______________________________________________
d. _____________________________________________

7. Periodical article databases use the Library of Congress subject headings to categorize the
articles in their collections. True or False? (½ point)

8. This question is about comparing the differences between scholarly and popular sources.
Place the letter for each characteristic in the correct column. (2 points)
a. contains an abstract
b. contains a bibliography
c. written for general audience
d. contain glossy color ads and photos
e. contain credentials of authors
f. contain technical or specialized vocabulary
g. written by staff writers
h. contain original research
Scholarly

Non-Scholarly/Popular

9. Which of these tools can be used to access periodicals using the CSM Library? Circle all that
apply. (1 point)
a. CSM WorldCat
b. EBSCOHost Ebooks
c. Full-text magazines & journals
d. Library catalog
e. CSM Archives
f. Articles & Databases

10. Which would be the best source to find information about research studies from the last 2-3
years on the effects of reality TV shows? Circle one. (½ point)
a. EBSCOhost E-books
b. Library catalog
c. Periodical article databases
d. College reserves

